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6. At the hearing the Department agreed that household member  
 AMP benefit should have been reinstated while the hearing was pending and 
 agreed to do that. 
 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
 

The Food Assistance Program, formerly known as the Food Stamp (“FS”) program, is 
established by the Food Stamp Act of 1977, as amended, and is implemented by the 
federal regulations contained in Title 7 of the Code of Federal Regulations (“CFR”).  The 
Department of Human Services (“DHS”), formally known as the Family Independence 
Agency, administers the FAP program pursuant to MCL 400.10, et seq and MAC R 
400.3001-3015.  Departmental policies are found in the Bridges Administrative Manual 
(“BAM”), the Bridges Eligibility Manual (“BEM”), and the Program Reference Manual 
(“PRM”). 
 
Clients must cooperate with the local office in determining initial and ongoing eligibility 
to provide verification.  BAM 130, p. 1.  The questionable information might be from the 
client or a third party.  Id.   The Department can use documents, collateral contacts or 
home calls to verify information.  Id.  The client should be allowed 10 calendar days to 
provide the verification.  If the client cannot provide the verification despite a reasonable 
effort, the time limit to provide should be extended at least once.  BAM 130, p.4; BEM 
702.  If the client refuses to provide the information or has not made a reasonable effort 
within the specified time period, then policy directs that a negative action be issued.  
BAM 130, p. 4.   Before making an eligibility determination, however, the department 
must give the client a reasonable opportunity to resolve any discrepancy between his 
statements and information from another source.  BAM 130, p. 6.   
 
Under Bridges Administrative Manual Item 600, clients have the right to contest any 
agency decision affecting eligibility or benefit levels whenever they believe the decision 
is illegal.  The agency provides an Administrative Hearing to review the decision and 
determine if it is appropriate.  Agency policy includes procedures to meet the minimal 
requirements for a fair hearing.  Efforts to clarify and resolve the client’s concerns start 
when the agency receives a hearing request and continues through the day of the 
hearing.  

 
In the present case, Claimant failed to submit the verification of employment prior to the 
deadline as required by Department policy. BAM 130. This Administrative Law Judge 
finds that Claimant failed to provide required verifications therefore closure of Claimant’s 
FAP and AMP benefits was correct and proper. Claimant testified that he felt 
uncomfortable asking his new employer to fill out paperwork because he just started the 
job and was concerned that there might be negative repercussions. If Claimant wants to 
receive benefits verifications are required and need to provided even when it might be 
awkward to impose on third parties. 
 






